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Is there a way to avoid TOS at Ezine?
Posted by kyhawk - 2011/01/05 21:16

_____________________________________

I read thru the Terms of Service at Ezine and I admit it kind of worried me.
http://ezinearticles.com/terms-of-service.html
Is there a proper way to set up blog to avoid terms of service problem in the future?.
Right now I have my blogs feeds set up no brainer way.
Thru ezine.
Add feed...Using propreitary methods
add to blog
No content translation. (I think any translation will lose easy of understanding). I may be wrong about
that.
Is there a best way to use translation function?
auto generate tags.. and nothing on advanced.
I live in US and the tos number 7 got my attention
# If you violate any of the above terms of service and/or any author copyright when reprinting articles
from our site, you agree to be held liable for all attorney fees and statutory damages awarded upon a
copyright infringement lawsuit that may be brought against you. Please read Section 504(c)(2)
(http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap5.html#504). You agree that any legal proceedings against you
will occur in Brown County in the State of Wisconsin, USA.
I don't expect legal advice. I just want to keep ezine off my back. I may be paranoid I admit.
I apologize if this has been answered in a previous post.
Thanks for any help
============================================================================

Re:Is there a way to avoid TOS at Ezine?
Posted by salvador - 2011/01/05 23:16

_____________________________________

hi,
i suggest to skip ezinearticles on your blogs.
reason are the other tos statements, especially, that no more than 25 articles can be reprinted per year
on a domain.
btw. as one must not change the article, translation *can not be used*, nor can you change title or
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whatever to make it appear more unique to search engines.
interestingly it is not allowed ro develop derivative works. therefore mashing is out of scope too.
possible solution: if you like an article. why not take inspiration from it and write a new one.
just my opinion. regards,
thomas.
============================================================================

Re:Is there a way to avoid TOS at Ezine?
Posted by Carty - 2011/01/10 15:53

_____________________________________

That is true thomas. Usually a full rewrite is also not required, you could also add a single paragraph of
your own suggesting a quote of the rest or so is also sufficient and it works very well for me.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:Is there a way to avoid TOS at Ezine?
Posted by bobbydean - 2011/05/11 09:40

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
Usually a full rewrite is also not required, you could also add a single paragraph of your own suggesting
a quote of the rest or so is also sufficient and it works very well for me.
Great tip. I will try that.
============================================================================
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